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Abstract

Estonia uses the X-Road system for her internal communication between the state, insurances, banks and other companies. An extensive amount of open data about those communications is published online. This research will analyse this open data using process discovery, timing and social network analysis in order to gain insight into the structure of the Estonian bureaucratic network and identify possible vulnerabilities in this network.

Three different process discovery algorithms will be evaluated and two of them implemented and used to search for process-based dependencies. Processes are valuable targets for an attacker as he or she could focus on a small number of nodes to disrupt large parts of the network.

Furthermore, the timing of the communication events in the network is analysed to determine if the activities in the network are mostly performed by automated services or a human workforce. Based on the results of this different attacks are possible, as humans and machines are vulnerable in different ways.

Finally, the network graph of X-Road is created and divided into meaningful clusters. The clusters and important nodes are analysed and ranked using different metrics such as prestige and in-betweenness to determine which nodes are most important for the network.

This thesis is written in English and is 59 pages long, including 6 chapters, 20 figures and 14 tables.
1 Summary

In this research I used several different methods to analyse the X-Road logging data in order to unearth dependencies, weaknesses and serve as a basis for attacks on the X-Road network.

In chapter 3, I used two different process discovery techniques. The first algorithm failed to find processes that made up a significant part of the overall network. The duration-based algorithm was a bit more successful but still failed to discover a significant web of processes that could lead to a cascading failure scenario in the network.

Overall, a significant part of the X-Road actors communication relies on human workforce. The ability to determine the automation grade of a node allows an attacker to specifically draft an attack plan for each node. The information when the workers are the busiest can be used to improve the chances of a social engineering attack, as stressed workers are more vulnerable.

The capacity analysis identified that one of the most important nodes (by several metrics), the Information Technology Center of the Ministry of the Interior (Siseministeeriumi infotehnoloogia- ja arenduskeskus) might have a capacity problem in one of its subsystems. Overall most of the high performing nodes don’t show a strong correlation between the duration of a requests and the amount of requests indicating that the network is quite robust.

Chapter 5 subdivided the graph into clusters and analysed the largest clusters and most important nodes. An attacker that wants to gain an overview on how the Estonian bureaucracy is structured can gain this insight using the described methods.

The results of this document are based on the non-public data provided by the Estonian State Information Authority, which differs from publicly available data by having more precise timestamps. The precise timestamps are heavily used in the process discovery algorithm to establish the sequence of events. It is also used to estimate the automation factor of a node by checking if the event occurred during work hours and in the elasticity
analysis to estimate the capacity of a node. Would the same analysis be performed with the publicly available unprecise data, the results are likely to also be less precise. However, this loss of precision could be partly mitigated by ingesting more data over a longer period.

Overall, my research was unable to discover a concrete vulnerability, unexpected dependency or any indication that a node would be a very easy and valuable target. However, it still provides a good starting point for an attacker to identify important systems and dependencies. The possibilities of this must be weighed against the benefits of publishing this data.

Further research is recommended into timing analysis, such as if it is possible to determine the amount of people or servers providing a service by looking at the patterns of communication. The capacity analysis could be improved by choosing a custom binning interval for each node that corresponds to that node’s average duration instead of the average duration of the whole dataset. Furthermore, research into the combination of X-Road data with other open data sources is needed. The Estonian government provides a list of these sources on its open data portal1.

The central X-Road servers also collect more confidential information that this analysis did not have access to. Analysing the confidential subject field might give better results for process mining. However, since this field might contain sensitive information it was not part of the analysed dataset.

Analysing the behaviour of the network over time could be an alternative way of discovering dependencies. A prolonged downtime of a service (either scheduled or accidental) is expected to first lead to a decrease and then to an increase in communication as the service is restored and backlog cleared. This would allow to discover dependencies that were not discoverable by process mining or social network analysis. A recent event

1 https://opendata.riik.ee/
that would be interesting to analyse is the downtime of the online system of the Tax and Customs board in May 2019\footnote{https://www.emta.ee/et/katkestus}.
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